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Diamagnetic response of cylindrical normal-metal–superconductor proximity structures with low
concentration of scattering centers
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Laboratorium für Festkörperphysik, Eidgeno¨ssische Technische Hochschule Zu¨rich, 8093 Zürich, Switzerland

Wolfgang Belzig
Institut für Theoretische Festko¨rperphysik, Universita¨t Karlsruhe, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany

~Received 2 September 1998!

We have investigated the diamagnetic response of composite NS proximity wires, consisting of a clean
silver or copper coating, in good electrical contact to a superconducting niobium or tantalum core. The samples
show strong induced diamagnetism in the normal layer, resulting in a nearly complete Meissner screening at
low temperatures. The temperature dependence of the linear diamagnetic susceptibility data is successfully
described by the quasiclassical Eilenberger theory including elastic scattering characterized by a mean-free
pathl. Using the mean-free path as the only fit parameter we found values ofl in the range 0.1–1 of the normal
metal-layer thicknessdN, which are in rough agreement with the ones obtained from residual resistivity
measurements. The fits are satisfactory over the whole temperature range between 5 mK and 7 K for values of
dN varying between 1.6 and 30mm. Although a finite mean-free path is necessary to correctly describe the
temperature dependence of the linear-response diamagnetic susceptibility, the measured breakdown fields in
the nonlinear regime follow the temperature and thickness dependence given by the clean limit theory. How-
ever, there is a discrepancy in the absolute values. We argue that in order to reach quantitative agreement one
needs to take into account the mean-free path from the fits of the linear response.@S0163-1829~99!08809-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A normal metal~N! in good electrical contact with a su
perconductor~S! exhibits superconducting properties as t
temperature is reduced. First experiments on the proxim
effect were reported by Holm and Meissner,1 who observed
zero resistance between SNS pressed contacts. Since
many investigations on proximity effects have been carr
out.2 Recently, it has received a revived interest.3 Particu-
larly, experiments on the magnetic response have dem
strated nontrivial screening properties, showing hyster
magnetic breakdown at finite external fields4–6 as well as a
presently unexplained reentrant effect at low temperature7

First theoretical studies on the proximity effect were c
ried out by Cooper.8 For a diffusive proximity system, the
diamagnetic susceptibility in the linear regime was inve
gated by the Orsay Group on Superconductivity in the fram
work of the Ginzburg–Landau theory.9 In this limit, it was
found that the induced diamagnetic susceptibility in N d
pends on temperature approximately asxN}T21/2. This was
confirmed experimentally by Oda and Nagano.10 In spite of
that, the magnetic properties of proximity samples discus
in Refs. 4 and 6 could not be explained by the Ginzbur
Landau theory, since they show a much stronger tempera
dependence of the diamagnetic susceptibility.

The clean limit, which is defined for the elastic mean-fr
pathl→`, was first studied by Zaikin11 for a finite system of
ideal geometry with the help of the quasiclassical theory.
predicted that, since in this case the current-field relatio
completely nonlocal, the current in N is spatially consta
and depends on the vector potential integrated over
whole normal metal. As a consequence, the magnetic flu
screened linearly over the normal layer thicknessdN and for
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T→0 the susceptibility can reach only34 of that of a perfect
diamagnet. ForT@TA he foundxN}exp(22T/TA), with the
Andreev temperatureTA5\vF/2pkBdN . This mesoscopic
temperature originates from the energy of the lowest A
dreev bound state.12 In the ballistic case, all properties of th
proximity effect are determined by these bound states, wh
are coherent superpositions of electron and hole waves
tween consecutive Andreev and normal reflections.

Within the framework of the quasiclassical theory, Belz
Bruder, and Scho¨n13 studied recently the magnetic respon
of a proximity coupled NS sandwich in the two limits, clea
and dirty. They obtained numerical solutions of the cor
sponding equations for a wide range of temperature, m
netic field, and layer thickness. Furthermore, they tried a
of the susceptibility data of one AgNb specimen with a re
tively small mean-free path~specimen 1 AgNb in this paper!
within their dirty limit results. The fit was only successful
very low temperatures, but could not reproduce the hi
temperature data. The diamagnetic screening of the d
limit was too big as compared to the experiment. Moreov
the temperature dependence of the susceptibility of NS p
imity specimens with the longest mean-free paths could
be explained within the clean limit theory. This limit gives
completely different temperature dependence than the
observed in the experiments. In addition, data at low te
peratures reach almost perfect diamagnetic screen
whereas in the clean limit it should not exceed 75% of f
screening. To close the gap between these two limits
linear-magnetic response for arbitrary impurity concent
tions was theoretically studied in Ref. 14. We show in th
paper that these results can satisfactorily describe the ex
mental data.

The theory of the nonlinear response was addresse
8887 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Refs. 9, 13, and 15. A proximity NS sandwich with a fini
normal layer thicknessdN at sufficiently low temperature
undergoes a first-order phase transition both in the clean
in the dirty limit. At a breakdown field a jump in the mag
netization occurs. In the clean limit the temperature dep
dence of the breakdown field isHb(T)}exp(2T/TA). We
show in this paper, that the clean-limit result15 agrees well
with our experiments onHb, which follow the same tempera
ture dependence in relatively clean specimens (l /dN'0.4
20.8), as well as the 1/dN dependence in the prefactor o
Hb as found in previous experiments.6 However, this is not
the case for the shape of the magnetization curves and
mentioned before, for the temperature dependence of the
ear susceptibility.

We have fabricated a new set of CuNb and AgNb spe
mens similar to the ones reported in Ref. 6. The specim
were produced with an optimized annealing procedure in
der to achieve very high mean-free paths. The ratio of
thickness of the normal layer to the radius of the superc
ductor of the composite wires,dN /r S , was also varied to
investigate comparable samples with normal layers reac
from almost flat to rather curved cylindrical geometry. Thu
the influence of the NS geometry on the proximity effect w
investigated. In this paper, we discuss these new sam
together with older ones,6 covering a wide range of param
eters, and fit their diamagnetic response with the help of
quasiclassical theory in an intermediate impurity regime
tween the clean and dirty limit. Here, we will not consid
the reentrant effect found by Mota and co-workers7 but only
note that a recent theoretical study has addressed this
phenomenon.16 For the nonlinear response we compare
temperature dependent breakdown fields with the quasic
sical clean-limit result.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
some theoretical aspects of the magnetic response. In
III, we describe the sample preparation and the measurem
apparatus. In Sec. IV, the experimental results on the lin
magnetic response are presented and the data are fitted
the theory from Sec. II. The experimental results on the n
linear response are addressed in Sec. V. Finally, we d
some conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS

Within the quasiclassical theory of superconductivity17–19

the magnetic response of a planar NS–proximity struct
was investigated for arbitrary impurity concentrations
Belzig, Bruder, and Fauche`re.14 Below we summarize som
basic results of this paper. The theoretical system consis
a semi-infinite superconductor in perfect contact with a n
mal metal of thicknessdN and specular reflecting outer su
face. The pair potentialD is taken to be constant in the su
perconductor and to be zero in the normal metal. The me
free pathl and the Fermi velocityvF are assumed to be th
same throughout the system.

In Ref. 14 a variety of regimes are discussed, where
proximity effect is different from the previously studie
clean and dirty limits. The regimes differ by the relativ
magnitudes of the thermal lengthjT5\vF/2pkBT, the
mean-free pathl, and the thicknessdN , an additional rel-
evant length scale, which has to be taken into account. In
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case of a finite normal layer thicknessdN , the clean and the
dirty limit are restricted to much smaller parameter regio
than previously believed. The dirty limit holds forl !jT ,dN
only, if also the mean-free pathl !j0 . Here,j0;vF /D is
the coherence length in the superconductor. On the o
hand, the regimel ,jT belongs to the ballistic regime, i
l .dN .

To treat the screening problem, a general linear-respo
formula was derived, which yields a nonlocal current-fie
relation in terms of the zero-field Green’s functions. The
functions are obtained from the solution of the Eilenberg
equation including an impurity selfenergy. In general this h
to be done numerically, since analytical expressions can
derived only in the clean and in the dirty limit. Finally, th
Maxwell equations have to be solved.

The chosen geometry is such that the NS interface lie
the y-z plane. Then the current in the normal metal has
form

j y~x!52E
0

dN
K~x,x8!Ay~x8!dx8, ~1!

whereAy is the vector potential in transverse gauge, if t
magnetic field is applied inz direction. The kernelK(x,x8)
contains an exponential dependence on the dista
ux2x8u. The range of the kernel is given byl in most of the
temperature and impurity regimes. Forl .jT and
l !dN exp(2dN /jT) that is, at high temperatures, it is given b
jT . It has thus a strong temperature dependence that ha
be contrasted to the case of a bulk superconductor, where
range of the Pippard kernel is only weakly temperature
pendent.

The prefactor of the exponential in the kernel, which
general depends on coordinates, is related to the local su
fluid density. It introduces an additional length scale in t
problem, the field penetration depthl(x,T)5lNf (x,T),
where lN5(4pe2n/m)21/2 is a London-like length in the
normal metal andf (x,T) is a function of temperature an
position. The interplay between the range of the kernel a
the superfluid density determines whether the nonlocal fo
of the current-field relation is important. This has strong co
sequences on the screening properties, especially in the
l .dN , which is discussed in detail in Ref. 14.

In Fig. 1, we reproduce some numerical results14 of the
screening fractionr/dN524pxN in a normal metal layer
for lN50.003dN . Five curves as a function of temperatur
normalized to the Andreev temperature, are given for diff
ent mean-free pathsl.

For the clean limit,l→`, at zero temperature, screenin
can only reach3

4 of 21/4p. This is due to the infinite range
of the kernel, or in other words, the complete nonlocality
the current-field relation. At a temperatureT'5TA , screen-
ing is exponentially reduced by thermal occupation of t
Andreev levels,20 and at higher temperatures screening
almost negligible.

For l 510dN andl 5dN screening is enhanced in compa
son to the clean limit at low and high temperatures. At lo
temperatures screening is more effective fordN< l ,`, since
the range of the kernel is given by finitel. At high tempera-
tures, where the range of the kernel isjT , screening is more
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PRB 59 8889DIAMAGNETIC RESPONSE OF CYLINDRICAL NORMAL- . . .
effective than in the clean limit but still nonlocal. Fo
l 50.1dN , already atT;TA screening is considerably re
duced, since the superfluid density is suppressed becaus
mean-free path is smaller thandN .

In the diffusive regime, it can be shown that fo
l 2,lNdN , the nonlocal relation is reduced to the loc
current–field relation of the Usadel theory.21 In particular,
for the caselN50.003dN corresponding approximately t
the experiments discussed in this paper, the condi
l !dN has to be met. Indeed, in Fig. 1 we illustrate the no
negligible difference in screening even for the ca
l 50.1dN , between the local Usadel result and the nonlo
approach with elastic scattering described in Ref. 14.
T&1.5TA the Usadel result exhibits a much more pr
nounced screening tail.

After these recent results, covering a wide range betw
the clean and the dirty limits, we have now the possibility
analyze the magnetic response of our relatively clean
proximity specimens. To compare the experiments with
theory we have used the full form~1! valid for all impurity
concentrations and solved the screening problem for e
specimen numerically.

In these theoretical considerations the effect of a rou
normal metal-vacuum boundary has been neglected c
pletely. On the other hand, at high enough temperatu
T@TA , where the induced diamagnetism strongly decrea
the influence of surface scattering does not play an impor
role, since in this temperature regime the superfluid den
at the outer boundary is exponentially suppressed. Scree
in this regime can be only due to bulk scattering centers
is insensitive to the quality of the surface.

The quasiclassical theory for the nonlinear response in
clean limit was discussed in detail by Fauche`re and Blatter.15

They derived analytical expressions for the temperature
pendent breakdown fieldHb(T) of a clean normal–meta
slab of finite thickness in proximity with a bulk superco
ductor in the two limitsT→0 andT@TA . The breakdown

FIG. 1. Numerical results of the screening fraction of an N
proximity slab forlN50.003dN and different impurity regimes a
functions ofT/TA . The clean limit is given by a solid line and th
Usadel theory result forl 50.1dN is given by a dash-dotted line. Fo
the intermediate impurity regime three cases are given:l 510dN ,
l 5dN , and l 50.1dN .
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field Hb was determined with a Maxwell construction fro
the magnetization at the bistable regime, where two differ
values of the free energy coexist, characterizing a diam
netic and a field penetration phase. The spinodals of
bistable regime have already been determined in the c
and in the dirty limit by Belzig, Bruder, and Scho¨n13 numeri-
cally. They represent the boundaries of superheating and
percooling in the first-order phase transition. The thermo
namical magnetic breakdown field lies in between t
spinodals. It was determined by the intersection of the t
asymptotics of the free energy.

For T→0 the breakdown field saturates at15

Hb~0!'
1

6

F0

lNdN
, ~2!

whereas forT@TA it decays as15

Hb~T!'
&

p

F0

lNdN
e2dN /jT. ~3!

The temperature dependence is a simple exponential with
exponentdN /jT5T/TA . The prefactor of the breakdow
field was found to scale inversely proportional to the norm
layer thickness. Both features are in agreement with previ
experimental results onHb in relatively clean AgNb
specimens.6

In the H-T phase diagram a critical temperatureTcrit was
found, below which the first-order phase transition is obse
able. AboveTcrit a continuous and reversible crossover b
tween the diamagnetic and field-penetration regime occu

Since the breakdown field depends only on thermo
namical considerations, it is expected to be less sensitiv
the nonlocality of the current–field relation than the line
susceptibility. A cylindrical geometry and a barrier at the N
interface is expected to change the breakdown field o
quantitatively.15 On the other hand, the influence of scatte
ing centers is reflected in the shape of the magnetiza
curves.13 At present, no theoretical results for the breakdo
field or magnetization curves exist for intermediate impur
concentrations.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

The samples we investigated are bundles of cylindri
wires with a superconducting core of niobium or tantalu
concentrically embedded in a normal metal matrix of cop
or silver. The normal metal starting materials are of pur
4N to 6N with negligible contribution of magnetic impur
ties. The purity of the niobium and tantalum starting mate
als was the highest accessible (RRR'300), resulting in a
good ductibility. We assembled the samples by placing i
close fit, a rod of the S material inside a hollow cylinder
the N material, with typical outer diameter of about 20 m
The cleanliness of the internal N tube surface and the S
surface is very important. The surfaces of the initial me
pieces were cleaned in acid and mechanically smoothed
a special tool in order to provide a good metallic contact.
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TABLE I. Table of sample parameters. The measured valuel N /dN and the fitting parameterl /dN are
given. In the last column the saturated superheated field at the lowest temperatureHsh

sat is shown.

Sample
dN

@mm#
Ratio
dN /r S

Tann

@°C#
l N

@mm#
TA

@mK#
lN

@nm#
l N /dN l /dN Hsh

sat

@Oe#

1AgNb 14.5 0.4 not 1.8 120 22 0.12 0.15 1.6
2CuNb 15.3 1.0 not 0.9 120 18.3 0.06 0.025 0.4
3AgNb 5.5 0.4 700 4.3 310 22 0.78 0.65 15.2
4AgNb 6.8 0.4 700 5.1 250 22 0.75 0.75 12.9
5AgNb 3.3 0.4 800 1.6 520 22 0.49 0.55 24.7
6AgNb 28.0 0.4 550 9.0 61 22 0.32 0.25 2.1
7CuNb 5.3 1.0 not 0.9 360 18.3 0.18 0.08 5.9
12AgNb 3.6 0.4 not 1.8 480 22 0.5 0.26 15.4
14CuTa 5.0 1.0 not 1.0 380 18.3 0.2 0.07 7.0
16AgNb 3.3 0.4 800 1.7 520 22 0.5 0.35 24.5
19CuTa 3.8 1.0 600 2.5 510 18.3 0.67 0.13 12.9
20AgNb 2.7 0.4 not 1.4 630 22 0.53 0.24 20.2
21AgNb 3.6 0.4 800 1.0 480 22 0.28 0.75 15.8
23CuNb 5.7 0.2 not 1.4 340 18.3 0.24 0.11 8.4
24CuNb 2.5 0.2 not 0.9 760 18.3 0.35 0.15 23.9
25CuNb 1.6 0.2 not 0.5 1200 18.3 0.27 0.19 40.5
28AgNb 14.5 0.4 700 5.6 120 22 0.39 0.45 4.9
33AgNb 7.7 1.0 700 5.3 220 22 0.7 0.35 10.2
34AgNb 3.1 0.4 700 4.0 540 22 1.27 0.55 26.2
35AgNb 2.8 0.4 670 3.6 620 22 1.3 0.55 30.8
36AgNb 5.1 1.0 670 5.4 330 22 1.05 0.4 14.1
37AgNb 4.2 0.4 670 3.5 410 22 0.84 0.45 18.9
38AgNb 3.8 0.4 not 1.2 450 22 0.32 0.18 10.6
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this was done in an argon atmosphere. The NS cylinder
then embedded in a Cu mantle to protect the sample it
from contamination. After assembly, the diameter was
duced mechanically by several steps of swagging
codrawing22 down to a total diameter of several hundred m
crons.

After etching away the Cu protection, the diameter of t
NS specimens was further reduced by codrawing the w
through several diamond dies to final values between 15
190 mm. The extreme size reduction~by factors of up to
1000! by codrawing resulted in a great enhancement of
quality of the NS interface for electronic transmission. T
use of high purity starting materials guaranteed a high e
tronic mean-free path. Some of the samples were anne
after the last drawing in an atmosphere of argon at a t
perature around 650 °C for about one hour to remove
effect of cold working in the normal metal. For that purpo
the wire of selected size was wound on a small Ag plate.
a consequence of the optimized annealing procedure, va
of l N*dN could be achieved. The mean-free paths were
tained from resistivity measurements along the wires, p
formed at a temperatureT510 K with a four–point method.
The thickness of the normal metal layer as well as the s
face quality of the wires were determined with the help
scanning electron micrographs. Several samples were
pared in order to cover a large range of parameter space
fabricated AgNb samples with a ratiodN /r S of 0.4 or 1. The
layer thicknesses ranged fromdN52.8mm to dN528mm
with measured mean-free paths ranging froml N /dN50.12 to
as
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l N /dN51.3. Moreover, we prepared CuNb and CuT
samples, with varying ratios ofN layer thickness toS core
radius, and mean-free pathl N. This gave us the opportunity
to apply the theory described in Sec. II in a wide range
samples. The values of the sample parameters are liste
Table I.

As a last step, the wires were glued with GE7031 varn
and thus, electrically insulated. After drying, they were r
moved from the silver support, cut to a length of typically
to 5 mm and rolled together forming a bundle of 200 to 8
wires. The wire bundle was then placed directly inside
mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator in contact with th
liquid 3He-4He solution, mounted parallel to the coil axis o
the magnetic ac and dc fields.

The ac magnetic susceptibility was measured at temp
tures between 5 mK and 7 K using an rf-superconductin
quantum interference device~SQUID! sensor, inductively
coupled via a dc–flux transformer to the sample. A cert
fraction of the voltage applied to the primary ac coil was a
mutually fed into the flux transformer loop, using the SQU
as a null detector. This allowed us to measure the susce
bility of the samples with a relative precision of about 1024.
Typical ac amplitudesHac are between 0.06 and 33 mO
with frequencies 16, 32, 80, and 160 Hz. The temperat
was measured through the Curie–type magnetic suscep
ity of the paramagnetic salt cerium magnesium nitrate, wh
was calibrated with two Ge resistors. The methods a
whole apparatus are explained in more detail in Ref. 6.
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IV. LINEAR-MAGNETIC RESPONSE

A. Experimental results

In the following we report on the temperature depend
ac susceptibility without external dc field, which we w
address as a linear response. We show here the result
some typical samples, which represent different behav
and sample parameters, namely annealed silver–niob
samples with a large measured mean-free pathl N as well as
not annealed ones with smallerl N . Some of them have a
ratio dN /r S of 1, the normal layer having a rather stron
curvature, while others have a ratio 0.4 and therefore an
most flat normal layer. Also shown are not annealed copp
niobium samples with ratios of 1 and 0.2 and a relativ
smaller mean-free pathl N as well as two copper–tantalum
samples with a ratiodN /r S51.

The data of the diamagnetic screening fractionr(T)/dN
of the N layer are shown in Figs. 2–6 as a function of te
perature in units of the Andreev temperatureTA for each
sample. The rather strong development of the induced su
conductivity in the normal metal~right below the transition
temperatureTc of the superconductor! can be observed quit
clearly.

From the susceptibilityx(T) measured in arbitrary unit
the screening fraction was obtained as

r~T!/dN5r S /dN•@„11xN~T!/DxS~Tc!…
1/221#.

Here,

xN~T!/DxS~Tc!5@x~T!2x0#/~x02x`!

is the fraction of the temperature-dependent susceptibility
the normal metal with respect to the total diamagnetic tr
sition of the superconductor at its critical temperatureTc .

FIG. 2. Susceptibility data~s! and numerical fits~solid lines! of
silver-niobium samples as functions ofT/TA . ~a! Fitting parameter
l /dN50.55. The dashed line denotes the clean limit and the do
line denotes thel /dN50.4 curve for comparison.~b! Fitting param-
eter l /dN50.25.
t
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The exact height of bothDxS and xN(T) depends on the
value of the susceptibilityx0 right below the transition of the
superconductor. Since that transition for the samples cont
ing niobium is outside of our measuring temperature ran
values at the highest temperatures were used for extrap
tion of x to x0. The susceptibility above the superconducti
transitionx` was obtained from background measuremen
Through the ratio of the radius of the superconductorr S to
the normal layer thicknessdN the normal layer curvature o
the composite cylindrical sample is taken into account.

d

FIG. 3. Susceptibility data~s! and numerical fits~solid lines! of
silver-niobium samples as functions ofT/TA . Fitting parameters~a!
l /dN50.25. and~b! l /dN50.55.

FIG. 4. Susceptibility data~s! and numerical fits~solid lines! of
silver-niobium samples as functions ofT/TA . Fitting parameters~a!
l /dN50.75 and~b! l /dN50.55. The insets are zooms in the low
temperature region for both samples.
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In a local picture as given by the Orsay Group
Superconductivity9 the screening fractionr/dN represents
the screening length normalized to the normal layer thi
ness, withr the thickness of the part of the normal metal, o
of which the magnetic flux is screened. For our samples

FIG. 5. Susceptibility data~s! and numerical fits~solid lines! of
silver-niobium samples as functions ofT/TA . ~a! ratio dN /r S

50.4 and fitting parameterl /dN50.75. ~b! ratio dN /r S51 and fit-
ting parameterl /dN50.4. The fit for sample 33AgNb shows a big
ger deviation from the data for 5&T/TA&15 than the fit for sample
4AgNb.

FIG. 6. Susceptibility data~s! and numerical fits~solid lines! of
~a! the copper-niobium sample 24CuNb, fitting parameterl /dN

50.15 and~b! the copper-tantalum sample 19CuTa, fitting para
eter l /dN50.13 as functions ofT/TA .
-
t
at

picture is not valid, since the current–field relation is non
cal. Here, the screening fractionr/dN represents the suscep
tibility of N, as related to a model of a one dimension
system.

B. Discussion of the fits

The temperature dependence of the diamagnetic susc
bility of these samples is neither accounted for by the cle
limit nor the dirty-limit theory. The values of the measure
mean-free pathl N indicate that the samples are in an inte
mediate impurity regime. They are not diffusive enough
the dirty limit, becausel N is of the order ofdN for most of
the samples. However, since they have a small density
scattering centers, they are not in the clean limit either. Fr
here on we will address them as relatively clean.

We fitted the experimental data of the screening fract
with the theoretical results obtained for a one-dimensio
geometry, as described in Sec. II. The fits are shown in F
2–6.

The parametersdN andlN entering the numerical calcu
lations were obtained from measurements and well-kno
material constants. The only fitting parameter was then
mean-free pathl, which enters into the theory through th
fraction l /dN . The fits were performed giving the exper
mental data at an intermediate temperature regime the m
weight, where the increase of the susceptibility was
steepest. To illustrate the sensitivity of the fits to the value
the fit parameterl /dN , in Fig. 2~a!, we give in addition to the
fitted curve withl /dN50.55, the curve forl /dN50.4.

The curves obtained from the newly developed appro
with arbitrary scattering center concentration fit the expe
mental data well over the whole temperature range. The
responding clean limit curve does not fit the data, as sho
for comparison in Fig. 2~a!.

The values of the fitting parameterl /dN reproduce the
measured valuesl N /dN rather well. It has to be emphasize
that the fits are rather good, if one takes into account
difference in geometry between experiment and theory,
neglect of the boundary roughness in the theory and o
imperfections inevitably present in the samples. This mea
that the quasiclassical theory of the proximity effect with
finite mean-free path parameterl due to a low concentration
of elastic scatterers,14 is now able to explain the linear sus
ceptibility data of our relatively clean NS specimens. A l
of all the samples shown here is given in Table I. Additio
ally, more samples are listed together with the mean-f
path l, which gave the best fit.

For the silver-niobium samples with a measured me
free pathl N /dN'1 the fitting parameterl /dN lies between
0.4 and 0.8. The measured mean-free path of AgNb sam
with l N /dN,0.3 is also reproduced quite well in the fits.
typical example is the silver-niobium sample 6AgNb show
in Fig. 2~b!. It is surprising, that for most of the samples th
agreement between the only fitting parameterl /dN and the
measuredl N /dN is so good. However, the parameterl has to
be viewed as an effective mean-free path, which contains
scattering from bulk impurities as well as from the surfac
The measured mean-free pathl N is also an effective quantity
which contains surface effects, but it is yielded from tran
port measurements along the axis of the wires. There
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surface is expected to influence the mean-free path in a
ferent way, because the geometry of the relevant trajecto
differs from the ones in the proximity case.

In the following, we describe in detail as an example,
quality of the fits for the silver-niobium samples. The
samples show the best agreement between the mea
magnetic susceptibility and the theory. The results for so
of them are illustrated in Figs. 2–5. In general, the fits giv
by the solid lines, describe the experimental data well.
particular, for some of these samples we observe consi
able deviations at the lowest temperatures (T,TA) where
the theoretical curves saturate as shown in Fig. 1. Moreo
the deviations are different for nominally similar sample
For example, sample 21AgNb@inset of Fig. 4~a!# shows
higherxN values than the theory, while sample 5AgNb@inset
of Fig. 4~b!# shows also higher values and in addition
strong reentrance ofxN at the lowest temperatures. The
apparently contradictory results are possibly related to
surface quality. At this point, it is not clear how a nonide
reflecting surface affects the susceptibility, neither exp
mentally nor theoretically. In addition, silver–niobium
samples with roughly the samedN and l show strongly dif-
ferent sizes of reentrance. The origin of these different
haviors will be subject of further investigations.

The fit shown in Fig. 3~b! is rather poor, which could be
explained by the geometrical nonuniformity of samp
35AgNb, showing effectively two different values ofdN ~see
also Fig. 7 and Sec. V!.

For T*TA the fits of the AgNb specimens are quite goo
For all the specimens, in a medium temperature regime,
theoretical susceptibility is a bit too high with respect to t
measured one. This behavior can be observed more cle
for the samples in Fig. 5. Their normal layer thickness w
values ofdN56.8mm anddN57.7mm as well as the mea
sured mean-free path with values ofl N55.1mm and
l N55.3mm are approximately the same. The only differen

FIG. 7. ~a! Nonlinear ac susceptibility as a function of magne
field H. ~b! Isothermal dc magnetization curve.
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between the two samples is the ratiodN /r S , which for
sample 4AgNb is 0.4 and for sample 33AgNb is 1. As e
pected, sample 33AgNb with the bigger ratio and theref
with the stronger curvature of the normal layer shows a m
pronounced deviation in the medium temperature regime

The susceptibility of the copper–niobium samples is a
described by the theory rather well. A typical example
shown in Fig. 6~a!. For similar samples the fitted values o
l /dN are very small, lying between 0.02 and 0.2~see Table
I!. In contrast to the silver-niobium samples with very sm
mean-free paths, for the copper-niobium samples the va
of l /dN is only about half of the measured value ofl N /dN .
The CuNb samples show similar deviations as the silv
niobium samples in the different temperature regimes.

The poorest agreement between experiment and theo
met for the copper-tantalum samples. An example is sho
in Fig. 6~b!. As the temperature is increased the theoreti
curve starts to show much more screening than the exp
ment. The deviation starts to show up, where the indu
diamagnetism is about half reduced. At higher temperatu
the difference between the two curves is even larger. Mo
over, the fitting parameterl /dN is much smaller than the
measuredl N /dN . Interestingly, the two copper-tantalum
samples investigated~14CuTa and 19CuTa! show the same
strong disagreement betweenl and l N . This suggests tha
some other effects should be considered for the combina
of these two materials.

V. NONLINEAR-RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS

We have investigated for our NS proximity samples t
nonlinear-magnetic response. With the experimental se
described in Ref. 6 ac-susceptibility measurements at c
stant temperature as a function of dc magnetic field w
performed, as well as isothermal dc-magnetization curve

Figure 7 shows the nonlinear susceptibility and the
magnetization curve for one of the cleanest silver-niobi
samples atT58 mK. The magnetic breakdown of the in
duced superconductivity occurs at a magnetic fieldHb
'25 Oe. Below the breakdown field the magnetic flux
totally screened, and above, it enters into the normal m
layer. The first-order phase transition shows the feature
superheating at increasing field and of supercooling at
creasing field. That kind of hysteretic behavior was alrea
observed and discussed in the dirty limit by the Orsay Gro
on Superconductivity.9 This particular sample shows a sma
second transition, which is due to the niobium core not be
perfectly centered resulting in effectively two slightly diffe
ent normal layer thicknesses. We notice that the magn
breakdown transition is not infinitely sharp. In our samp
consisting of several hundred wires the superheated and
percooled transitions are triggered for each individual wire
slightly different fields, leading to a statistical broadening
the breakdown jumps.

From the isothermalxN(H) curves we have determine
the supercooled and superheated fields as the fields a
middle of each transition. In this way, values ofHsc andHsh
at different temperatures were obtained.

For our relatively clean silver-niobium samples at te
peratures higher than the Andreev temperatureTA}vF /dN ,
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the experimental breakdown fields follow the exponential
pendenceHb(T)}1/dN exp@2dN /jN(T)#. The experimentally
found values ofjN(T) reproduce the theoretical clean lim
coherence length in silverjT5\vF /2pkBT51.69mm/T~K!
within a few percent. For sample 35AgNb, this is illustrat
in Fig. 8, where the experimental supercooled and su
heated fields as a function of temperature are given.
theoretical clean limit breakdown field of a one-dimensio
NS slab forT@TA is shown as a solid line. A factor of abou
0.3 has been used to shift down the theoretical curve to fit
experiment. We notice that the temperature dependenc
the breakdown field agrees qualitatively with the clean-lim
result,15 obtained for a one-dimensional NS slab assum
ideal boundary conditions, e.g., ideal normal electron tra
mission at the NS interface. Quantitatively, the measu
breakdown fields are a factor of about 0.3 smaller than
high-temperature theoretical curve~see Fig. 8!.

This discrepancy could have different reasons. First
our samples normal reflections at the NS interface may h
pen due to the mismatch of the Fermi velocities between
and S and impurities or interdiffusion. Second, our samp
have a cylindrical geometry, which weakens the proxim
effect with respect to the one-dimensional flat geometry c
sidered in the theory. And third, the influence of impur
scattering on the degree of nonlocality is expected to lea
quantitative deviations of the data from the clean-lim
theory.

In Fig. 9 the saturated superheated fields of the silv
niobium samples are plotted versus the inverse normal la
thickness 1/dN . The samples withl N /dN'1 and dN /r S
50.4 show a clear 1/dN dependence of the breakdown fiel
in agreement with the clean-limit theory.15 On the other
hand, the absolute values of the saturated breakdown fi
are about a factor of 1.7 lower than in the clean-limit theo
All the other samples with a ratiodN /r S51 or with a lower
mean-free pathl N show smaller breakdown fields. As a
ready briefly mentioned, for the copper samples the influe
of a reduced normal electron transmission coefficient at
NS boundary could be especially strong leading to a furt
suppression of the breakdown field.

The silver-niobium samples withl N /dN,0.3 and the cop-
per samples show a temperature dependenceHb(T)}exp
@2dN /jN(T)#, but for these samples experimentally we fou
jN(T)5p•jT , where the prefactorp is about 0.3 to 0.6.6 The

FIG. 8. Measured supercooled~s! and superheated~d! break-
down fields of the annealed silver-niobium sample 35AgNb w
dN52.8mm. The line represents the clean-limit theory of a o
dimensional NS slab with a correction factor 0.3.
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breakdown field data of these samples cannot be expla
by the clean-limit theory, since impurity scattering is to
strong.

Although the temperature dependence of the breakdo
field is the same as given by the clean limit, the full form
the magnetization curvesM (H) of the cleanest AgNb
samples cannot be explained within this limit. The slope
low the transition does not correspond to the23/4 of a per-
fect diamagnet and additionally, the observed finite scre
ing tail above the transition@see Fig. 7~b!# does not appear in
the clean limit. Clearly, the correct description of the ma
netization data with the quasiclassical theory should take
account the finite mean-free pathl. @Note the similarity be-
tween the magnetization curve in Fig. 7~b! and the theoreti-
cal dirty limit magnetization curves from Ref. 13, whic
have the right slope as well as a finite screening tail, but g
the wrong field scale.# Theoretical work onM (H) for arbi-
trary low impurity concentrations is still needed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the magnetic response of NS proxim
layers of high purity, and compared the experimental d
with the quasiclassical theory. A large number of samp
containing combinations of Ag and Cu with Nb and Ta h
been fabricated and measured. All the samples show an
duced diamagnetic susceptibility close to21/4p for tem-
peraturesT&TA . The mean-free pathl N obtained from re-
sistivity measurements varied between 0.1dN and 1.3dN .
With the results of Belzig,et al. which are based on the
quasiclassical theory including arbitrary impurity concent
tions, we were able to reproduce the experimental data q
well, using a mean-free pathl as the only fitting parameter
The mean-free pathl obtained in this way agrees within
factor of 2 with the mean-free pathl N determined by resis-
tivity measurements. This good agreement shows that
linear-diamagnetic response of a proximity system with
bitrary impurity concentration is very well described with th
present nonlocal approach. However, the very lo
temperature behavior, where some deviations occur an

FIG. 9. 1/dN dependence of the saturated superheated field
silver-niobium samples withl N /dN'1 ~d!. Slope of solid line: 88
Oemm. The dashed line represents the clean-limit result, w
slope: 150 Oemm. Also shown are less clean silver-niobiu
samples withl N /dN,0.3,(s) and copper samples~3!, which we do
not consider in the fit.
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addition an unexplained reentrance of the susceptibility
pears, is still not understood.

Magnetization measurements show a first-order transi
at a breakdown field from a state with almost complete fl
expulsion to a state with weak screening. The tempera
dependence of the breakdown field for the cleanest sp
mens is in accordance with the clean limit. Nevertheless,
complete magnetization curve, in agreement with the lin
susceptibility data, reflects the finite mean-free path of
samples.

With this work we show that the proximity theory, base
on the quasiclassical approximation including the full non
cal current response, can successfully describe the mag
response of very clean samples. The experimentally unav
e
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able low level of impurities can be accounted for with
mean-free pathl, which is of the order of the sample size.
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